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2021 Global Innovation Summit
On January 27-28, 2021, The Technology and Entrepreneurship Center at Harvard brought
together 300 city leaders and partners from over 80 cities for the Global City Innovation
Accelerator: Driving Innovation through 2021 and Beyond.
Designed as a way for city leaders from around the world to connect and share, the
digital convening spanned three days. It included sessions that were organized according
to region: Asia/Australia, the United States/Americas, and Europe. Each day began with
opening remarks by senior mayors and city executives from each region, followed by
keynotes from leading innovators and innovation expert panel sessions. The goal was to
reflect on all that has happened since the pandemic struck in early 2020 and discuss what
has been learned and how to move forward.
For the full presentation videos, go to the convener’s website: https://cityinnovatorsforum.
com/global-innovation-summit-2021/

City Leaders Across the Globe Battle a Pandemic
Since Spring 2020, municipal leaders across the world have been scrambling to respond to
the COVID-19 outbreak in terms of how their cities functions during a pandemic and how
to protect citizens’ health and safety. The dire circumstances have required city leaders to
respond to unprecedented challenges – at a pace that seemed unimaginable before the
pandemic struck. As a silver lining, however, the complete disruption of “normal life” has also
fueled tremendous growth and innovation. The Global City Innovation Accelerator was a
chance for city leaders to pause and reflect on the enormity of all that has happened in the
past year and what the future looks like.
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Two of the overarching themes heard during each regional session revolved around
the importance of data and the importance of collaboration with essential partners.
This was a strong focus during the Australia/Asia session, where panelists from Las
Vegas, Nevada, the Victorian Government Department of Transportation, and the
Chief Data Scientist for the New South Wales Government covered the overwhelming
importance of data and its role in the innovation process during the pandemic.

Data Plays a Significant Role in Overcoming
the Challenges of COVID
As Dr. Ian Oppermann, Chief Data Scientist for the New South Wales government,
put it, “2020 was a great year for data.” The challenge of operating a city during a
pandemic forced many cities to turn to data to determine priorities and put new
innovations in place that would serve the community.
One example of this comes from the Victorian government’s Department of
Transportation. Catherine Rooney is the Executive Director of Strategy, Innovation, and
Data Insights at the Department. In charge of heading up the Melbourne Department
of Transportation, not only did Catherine have to focus on how to keep those still using
the transport safe from the pandemic, but they also had to figure out how to restore
the trust of the community to use the transport system. During COVID, many people
abandoned the transport system and started using their personal vehicles, which
brought on a new and separate challenge of managing increased traffic congestion.
To build trust with the community, the DOT trialed a program that allowed them to
receive real-time occupancy data on public transport. The data was collected by
passenger counting sensors and predictive modeling technology provided by NTT
Data and three other private technology companies. By collecting this data, the DOT
was able to share usage information with transport users to allow them to preempt
possible crowding.
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In Las Vegas, Nevada, data has played a role in smart city management for several
years. Because of the high rate of tourism in the city, data has been key in managing
crowd flow and movement. With the camera and sensor technology already in place,
when COVID hit, Las Vegas rethought how they could use the existing technology
and data to both serve the community and keep it safe. Cameras in shut down public
parks were used to sense crowds of people and used to disperse groups instead of
calling in law enforcement.
This same type of technology was used to monitor how many people were coming
to local restaurants to dine outdoors. The data collected provided Las Vegas with the
information needed to reach out to businesses in high-traffic areas to offer money to
buy outdoor dining equipment so they could remain operational.
The variety of data that became available during COVID increased tremendously for
many city organizations. A focus for Dr. Ian Oppermann and his team was to develop
a data share strategy that thought about the full data lifecycle for governments,
including analytics. By developing such a strategy, the value of data would greatly
increase and could continue to play a lead role in innovation advancement postCOVID.

Data Privacy: Using Transparency to
Build Trust
With an increase in data use during COVID,
we have also seen a tremendous lift in data
literacy. The public is more aware than ever
of the collection of data and its use, and
data privacy is a hot-button issue in many
communities.
Las Vegas is no exception. In a city where
casinos line the boulevards, people are
used to seeing cameras following their every
move, and privacy is an ongoing concern.
In many ways, this made it easier for Las
Vegas to implement many of the innovations
they launched during 2020 because they’ve
always approached the issue with complete
transparency.
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"Beyond
looking
at
analytics, we need to be
looking at social impact,
policy impact, and biases
– all things people raise
as concerns. We then
need to consider all of
this before we put out the
policies, strategies, and
how-to's."
- Dr. Ian Oppermann

In Melbourne, the Department of Transportation takes the same approach to
transparency as Las Vegas. Melbourne works to understand its citizens’ needs and
privacy concerns and then works to balance those through the use of the right
technology solutions that allow them to overcome the challenges.
For example, the ability to know real-time how many people are on a bus or train
requires camera and sensor technology, which can raise privacy concerns. But
the use of that data provides a service of high value to the citizens using public
transport to help them avoid lengthy delays and overcrowding, which during COVID
became a health challenge. As David Martin, Chief Data Officer, Department of
Transportation, Victorian Government explains, “by being completely transparent with
the community about why we are collecting the data, how it is being used and how
they protect the data, we [Melbourne Government] has been able to build a culture
where information is valued while we remain the trusted custodians of community
information.”
Moving forward, Dr. Ian Oppermann stresses the importance of organizations
embracing the complexity and subtly of data sharing to ensure they cover all their
bases. “Beyond looking at analytics, we need to be looking at social impact, policy
impact, and biases – all things people raise as concerns. We then need to consider all
of this before we put out the policies, strategies, and how-to’s.”
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Moving Beyond COVID to Create a
Frictionless Government
One of the biggest changes many cities have experienced so far during the
pandemic is a shift to digital operations. While government workers used to spend
their days inside offices, hold meetings in person, and rely on copy machines and
faxes for paperwork, the entire government organization suddenly had to change.
Flash forward one year, and now working at home, remote meetings, and digital files –
things which seemed impossible before the pandemic – are now the norm.
The term, Frictionless Government, is one that we heard over and over during the
summit. It refers to creating a seamless or “frictionless” experience between the city
government and its community. Cities were forced to quickly embrace these new
methods of serving the community in a way that citizens needed the government to
work with them; virtually.
“Gone is the ‘come to us’ mentality that we operated on before COVID,” states
Michael Sherwood. “Now we use data to understand how we can go to our citizens
so we can serve them.” In Las Vegas, this included solutions like providing plumbing
permits via cell phone and video.
Each of the Australia/Asia regional summit participants agreed on one thing: the lack
of customers helped to accelerate the work and innovation they were able to do
during COVID. They also all realize that a number one priority is to bring customers
back. Back to using their transport systems. Back to engaging in tourist activities and
frequenting restaurants and stores. Back to engaging in the community. Just what that
looks like is what we do not yet know.
And all agree that frictionless will be a key aspect to future growth and innovation.
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How Will Cities Maintain Forward
Momentum on the Innovation Front?
Cities across the globe were able to accelerate innovation and launch new
technology solutions within their organizations at amazing rates once the pandemic
took hold. But why did it take a global pandemic to bring about this change? The
technology has been around for years, but many cities did not push these new
initiatives forward until now. Why?
One reason expressed was simply about perception. Switching to digital operations
seemed complex and time-consuming. It was something that seemed like it could
take years and years to pull off successfully. Sure, there were bumps along the way
for many cities that recently made the switch, but many cities have proven that the
digital switch is possible in a matter of months.
Another reason we heard, especially as it relates to data, is that upper-level leaders
are not always focused on and interested in data collection. But when COVID hit,
data became crucial in planning on all levels and took center stage, turning data
teams into the organization’s rock stars.
With these shifts in thinking at all city government levels, the majority of the
participants in the summit felt that moving forward, keeping innovation at the
forefront would be much more possible than in the past.
Another piece playing a part in that momentum will be the cities relationship
and collaboration with the private sector. “In my experience, sometimes the
relationship between government and the private sector can be somewhat
adversarial and formal,” says Catherine Rooney. “There has never been a lot of
room for imagination or collaboration, but COVID provided the chance to engage
in a creative way with the private sector without so many barriers around the
conversation.” COVID seems to have leveled that playing field. Moving forward,
cities are hopeful that they and the private sector can work more collaboratively to
solve more of the issues affecting the communities they serve.
Another point mentioned was the need for government to ‘get out of its own way’
and allow change and innovation to keep happening. Change is historically slow
in city government because there are 50 stages of approval needed to move
projects forward. The pandemic proved that governments can indeed move fast.
In the future, some cities may try projects where city workers have the green light to
work without approvals and buy-ins to see what the outcome is. By eliminating the
boundaries that hold progress back, cities can see what is actually possible.
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Looking to 2021 and Beyond
From digital files to remote meetings, city leaders see the changes that came from
the pandemic in their everyday work routine sticking around in the future, and many
advocated a hybrid approach in the future.
Changes in the city environment are not likely to go backward, either. City leaders
have to embrace and work with the changes before them. For example, it can be
tempting to go backward and think about getting people to stop ordering delivery
and go back to in-person dining at restaurants. However, it is more productive to focus
on the great new opportunities for delivery and begin to think about restaurants in a
new and different way. This new way of thinking will transcend all areas of government
as leaders look at revising services and models and relook at the design and use of
places to make them work for a newer, more modern society.
The global pandemic has prompted radical changes throughout the world, and
it is incredible how well city leaders have handled the transition. More has been
accomplished in many cities across the globe in the past few months than ever
thought possible. It is not over yet though. There is a lot more work to be done in reenvisioning what cities will look like in the future. One thing is for certain, if city leaders
continue to innovate, they will certainly be up to the challenge and the future will be
bright.
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